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I installed Spore a few days ago and was having no problems at all until recently. The game would not fully
load whenever I would load a save after loading my creations. I was informed by EA that I would be forced
to download a patch that would fix the game. I did so and there was no problems. As far as the game itself
goes, it ran fine. I'm having the same problem: The game freezes whenever I return to the game after
rezzing in Dark Injection. The progress bar on Spore.com is at 90% and I can hear some small noises from
the game, but if I hit any buttons in the menus the game freezes completely and closes after about thirty
seconds. Im trying to play Spore, but it keeps crashing and I cant figure out how to close it completely on
my own. I hit the esc key a bunch of times but it still wont get closed. It says pressing esc key close... and
its doing the animation of opening the game again like it worked... How do I close it? After patching Spore
1.02, I had more problems than before I started playing the game. First, the PC took about 45 seconds to
boot up, then the game would load, but while I was in a stage, I couldn't see the big blue +, unless I
turned off my web cam, and then I couldn't go to the next stage. The next time I booted the PC, the blue +
was faded out and I could see it on-screen, and I could go to the next stage when I went to a stage. I
thought it was fixed, but I soon realized I couldn't see the + on other stages while I was on them. I used to
be able to see the blue + on all stages, which would allow me to go to the next stage. So, as I played, I
would have to quit the game and then boot the PC so I could see the +, and play another game. This is
when I tried messing around with more patches, and I messed up pretty good. I just want to see the blue
+ on all stages while I'm playing. The patch that I use is 1.04, which I've been trying for a few days to get
right. If anyone knows how to get this patch working correctly, please, please, please tell me.
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the spore pod is rather simplistic and really only one thing is different from their previous models. they no
longer munch on models to grow, but instead they are now able to spit out insta-synapse creatures and

creeper eggs. they start off with an at-like starting ability that lets them shuffle and deepstrike. this shuffle
lets them move a whopping 4 spaces, deepstrike can move a whopping 9 and then they can spit out spore

mines. now onto the spawn phase! they can either toss them out as creeper eggs, or insta-synapse
creatures if you are using spore. it makes for a nice addition to spore and i like the idea of the new spore
mines, but i still think they should have added more to the spore pod rather than making them the same

as their previous models. the spore pod also got a decent kit as well, that replaces some of their older
models. the spore pod now has the ability to spit out mines that blast spore mines, and also it is able to

deep strike, meaning its is able to move up to 9 spaces and it can spit out 3 spore mines. i feel that this kit
is really great! i think that the spore pod has some really neat abilities and is a really nice addition to

spore. i wouldnt mind seeing more spore mines in the game, but the abilities of the spore pod are great. i
really like the use of spore mines, they have the ability to clear lanes for synapse creatures, and the ability
to clear the board and stop synapse creatures from being a nuisance. polearmthe polearm is the best tool

you can use to take out one of the biggest threats in the spore. it lets you move a unit up to 9 spaces
(move/shoot) and lets you place 3 mines in the direction you move in. it is equipped with a 3 inch thick

armor and can make a charge. it is also able to shoot two attacks, either of which will clear a lane.
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